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PRESIDENT’S  PAGE 

 

Dear VBLCS members,  

 

Today we managed to have a successful AGM meeting at the Thunder Road Brewery after a 

number of COVID restrictions easing. What a relief it was. It showed in the faces of our 

members that attended and the enthusiasm they portrayed. Lots of chat, label pick up and a 

few enjoyable beers. 

 

May I thank the staff at Thunder Road being Phil Withers [Owner], Richard [Head Brewer] 

and Eden [QA/QC Manager] for being key people to support our needed meeting in our 

difficult lock down time. Their support was very much appreciated. The TR local beer, 

finger chips and many beer labels were the top of the afternoon. 

 

During our recent COVID restrictions we had a great opportunity to talk to several breweries 

on what they are doing with their redundant labels. Some were for reuse; others were for 

waste hence an opportunity to recycle them to our members that would have had no chance 

of seeing same. These are soon to be forwarded in the following VBLCS News. 

 

You will note the number [not quality] of labels now issued have been reduced from about 

40 to 20 per mail out. This is due to the weight and size of most craft brewery labels. 

Postage is now expensive. We will trial this over the coming months. If members would like 

more labels, then we will need to consider a review of our budget and potential fee changes. 

Please give me your thoughts. I am pleased to say we are developing very good relations 

with a number of craft breweries due to our professionalism and support to the industry. 

 

Holding a formal AGM over the last couple of years has been exceedingly difficult to 

incorporate ALL members however this appears now a go ahead. I am please at today’s 

AGM/June 2021 all went to plan. Your current Committee was re-elected, and financials 

approved. We had a good year considering external and unplanned activities influenced. We 

must also spare a thought for those valued members that we have lost over that period. 

 

May I take this opportunity to thank Angus, Umit and David for their great support on our 

Committee plus Alan, Michael and Phil for their allocated responsibilities being greatly 

appreciated. 

 

If you have any issues with your Management/Committee or would like to offer positive 

feedback on your Society as a whole, then we welcome this via any member of your 

committee. Please advise what support you are missing for us to review and provide. 

 

Remember we are here to support and enhance your knowledge in brewing history and label 

collecting so please advise what your needs are for us to help you. 

 

Rob Greenaway 

President VBLCS  

[on behalf of your committee] 



2021  ANNUAL  GENERAL  MEETING  NOTES 

 

The Annual General Meeting of the V.B.L.C.S. took place at the Thunder Road Brewery in 

Brunswick on 20.06,2021 and commenced at 12.55 pm. 

 

The President welcomed the gathering. 

 

APOLOGIES:  

Bob Smith. 

 

MINUTES: 

As there was no A.G.M. last year due to Covid restrictions the minutes from the previous 

A.G.M. held in 2019 we’re read and there were no comments forthcoming. 

 

ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS: 

As there were no nominations for the committee, the standing committee has volunteered to 

carry on. 

 

President - Rob Greenaway 

Vice President / Secretary - Angus MacEwan 

Treasurer - David Dobney 

Editor - Umit Ugur. 

 

The president thanked the committee for their efforts in the past. 

 

FINANCES 

The treasurer reported that the finances are in good shape and that we won’t have to put the 

fees up. Moved David Dobney and seconded by Wayne Richardson. 

 

The A.G.M. then concluded at 1.10 pm. 

 

JUNE  2021  MEETING  NOTES 

 

The June meeting began at 1.10 pm. at the Thunder Road brewery in Brunswick. 

 

MINUTES: 

The minutes from the April meeting were read and Wayne Richardson reported that the 

Blackmans Brewery is located in Grovedale and not Ocean Grove as reported. 

 

CORRESPONDENCE: 

Letters of thanks have been forwarded to the following craft breweries for saving unwanted 

labels for us:  Queensland craft breweries; Sea Legs Brewery, Aether Brewery and 

Newstead Brewery.  

 

Thanks also goes to member Jim Whittle for picking these labels up for us and forwarding 

them on. 



We received a letter from long term member Mick Davis from Penguin in Tasmania 

advising us that as he will no longer be collecting labels -he wishes to resign from the club. 

 

GENERAL BUSINESS: 

A vote of thanks goes to Phil Withers for the kind donation of his brewery for our meeting. 

We also thank him for providing some beers and chips. 

 

Wayne Richardson reports that Blackmans Brewery are releasing new beers at the rate of 

once a fortnight! 

 

Ross Mackie reports that Souwest Brewery has opened in Torquay. 

 

Umit Ugur reports that the R.S.P.C.A. has a limited can run done for fund raising by the 

Bright Brewery. 

 

Ray Everingham has suggested that forms such as Label of the Year and renewal notices be 

sent out by email instead of in newsletters to save on postage. 

 

Alan Richards reports that Dan Murphys has a special pack of cans for the G.A.B.S. festival. 

He also reports that Temple Brewing have changed all their labels and they are all available 

at the brewery. 

 

The Frankston Brewhouse has released several new beers. 

 

RAFFLES: 

The raffles were then drawn and the winners were: 

 

B20 Tom Yans, A55 Rob Manser, D62 Rob Manser, B17 Ross Mackie and A48 Cor 

Groothuis. 

 

The lucky door prize was won by Ross Smith and there were several other in the room prizes 

awarded. 

 

I would like to thank David Dobney for writing the April notes. 

 

The Meeting then closed at 1.50 pm. 

 

Angus MacEwan 

 

 

SPECIAL  THANKS 

 

The Committee wishes to express their appreciation and thanks to S.A. member Adam Blok 

(383) for his generous donation of older mint condition labels including rare home brew kit 

labels which will be distributed in the future via club raffles and special prizes. 

 

David Dobney VBLCS Treasurer 



FROM  THE  EDITOR 

 

This edition of VBLCS News is a first as its cover pages and centre pages are dedicated to 

Sea Legs Brewing Co labels and most of the labels distributed with this Newsletter are Sea 

Leg labels from Queensland. 

 

Our Queensland member Jim Whittle (642) has done a fantastic job in securing 40 different 

Sea Leg labels for the club. Most of these labels are distributed with this Newsletter, 

however as normal, some are in short supply/quantity and they will go into the raffles.  

 

Interstate members, please contact Phil Langley to secure your tickets for future raffles. 

 

VBLCS thanks to Sea Legs Brewing Co for their kind gesture 

 

 
 

Also in this edition, another excellent article from brewery historian Brett Stubbs: A brewing 

Life of Henry Edmeades from Western Australia. 

 

Our South Australian member Dave Body (551) sent an article titled “Who bottled that 

beer?”. Dave did the research in National Archives of Australia on Internet and supplied the 

photos from his collection. Members contribution as such are always appreciated. 

 

Thanks to Rob Greenaway, Brett Stubbs, Dave Body, Jim Whittle, David Dobney, Alan 

Richards and Wayne Richardson for their contribution to this issue of the Newsletter. 

 

Umit Ugur 

June 2021 

 



WHO  BOTTLED  THAT  BEER? 

 

In the early 1930’s, many SA hotels began to bottle beer from kegs supplied by the 

breweries. The practice continued until early April 1950 when the main supplier of keg beer, 

South Australia Brewing Co Ltd, ordered hotels to stop bottling or have their supplies 

restricted.  

 

Initially, hoteliers bottled the beer at their own premises. In due course, two external bottling 

agents commenced business in greater Adelaide and many hotels then used these businesses 

to bottle their beer. The bottling agents were Port Bottling Co of 1 Addison Rd, Cheltenham 

and A C Bottling Co of 111 Hindley St, Adelaide. Port Bottling Co collected full kegs from 

clients and returned full labelled bottles and empty kegs. The A C Bottling Co premises was 

actually part of Kalgoorlie Hotel so it ordered the kegs directly from the brewery and 

delivered the filled and labelled bottles to its clients. In July 1949, an inspector from 

Department of Trade and Customs reported that A C Bottling Co employed 5 men and 

bottled around 80 kegs a week. The same inspector reported that Port Bottling Co was a 

bigger operation but gave no details of staff or volume. 

 

However, although bottled by agents, labels continued to 

state that the beer had been bottled by the individual 

publican, which was in breach of Section 61 of the Beer 

Excise Act. Department of Trade and Customs became 

aware of the situation in early 1949 and in May 1949 

ordered that labels must state the name of the actual bottler.   

 

The bottling agents tried to get round the order by applying a 

rubber stamp across the labels in use with the inscription 

“Bottled by .....”.   

 

Label on left is a British Hotel, North Adelaide label over 

stamped with the inscription “Bottled by Port Bottling of 1 

Addison Road”. 

 

In June 1949, Department of Trade and Customs decided this was unsatisfactory and that 

labels had to conform to the law. But the 

bottling companies successfully lobbied 

the department to allow them to use up 

their current stock first. [Port Bottling Co 

advised they had 94,000 unused labels in 

stock for 14 different hotels.] However, 

approval was conditional on attaching a 

separate sticker above the label that 

showed who actually bottled the beer. 

Photo on right shows the sticker used by 

A C Bottling to conform with this 

direction.  



 

Thereafter, labels had to conform to regulation and any 

hotel using a bottling agent had to submit a copy of its 

proposed label before having any stock printed. Photo on 

left shows 2 conforming labels in the same design that 

were approved for use by the Department. The second 

label is the new complying label for British Hotel, North 

Adelaide. 

 

 

Photo on right shows labels for Oriental Hotel, 

Adelaide of identical design except the bottler is shown 

in the second label. 

 

I have seen around 45 labels from different hotels that 

were either hand-stamped or are new complying labels. 

The furthest from Adelaide CBD are hotel labels from 

Willaston [about 55 km from Adelaide CBD] and Willunga [about 45 km from Adelaide 

CBD]. But many publican-bottled labels exist for hotels a lot further away from Adelaide, 

e.g. Leigh Creek, Maitland, Millicent. So had these far-flung hotels given up bottling by 

1949 or continued to bottle themselves? Or were there other bottling agents outside of 

Adelaide that the Department never caught with? 

 

Text: Researched by Dave Body (National Archives of Australia) 

Photos: Dave Body’s own collection 

 

 

 

QUEEN  ELIZABETH  JUST  LAUNCHED  HER  OWN  BEER! 

 

Queen Elizabeth has approved the sale of two beers created from plants grown on her 

Sandringham estate in Norfolk. Queen Elizabeth may soon be responsible for your bar tab! 

 

Buckingham Palace has confirmed to PEOPLE that the 95-year-old monarch has approved 

the sale of a range of beer brewed from plants grown on her Sandringham estate in Norfolk. 

 

Sold at the Sandringham gift shop at $5.50 for a 500ml bottle, the beers come in two 

varieties: a cold-filtered, traditional English "bitter" and a stronger Golden IPA described by 

the gift shop as "uniquely natural." 

 

Produced locally by Barsham Brewery in Norfolk using organic Laureate Spring barley 

grown on Sandringham's rolling farmland, the bottles bear the Sandringham name alongside 

pictures of a hare and a pheasant. "Made in the UK for the Sandringham Estate," according 

to the label. "The Sandringham Estate is a wildlife haven for Pheasants, Hares, Owls and 

many other species thrive in the wood and farmland habitats." 



This isn't the first time that the Queen has turned her hand to producing alcohol. 

Sandringham's gift shop already sells its own Celebration Gin, which is made in a distillery 

on the estate. 

 

In 2020, Buckingham Palace also launched its very own gin made from ingredients found in 

the backyard of the Queen's London home. 

 

On Tuesday, they added to this 

with the release of a new variety 

of gin distilled using the classic 

Buckingham Palace gin mixed 

with "hand-picked whole sloe 

berries," says a release from the 

Royal Collection Trust charity, 

which organizes the opening of 

the main royal palaces and their 

accompanying stores to the 

public. 

 

Priced at $41 a bottle, the 

addition of the hand-picked fruits 

— which grow on Blackthorn 

bushes in the U.K. — gives the 

gin "a unique and intense fruit 

flavour," adds the release. 

 

The Trust will use the proceeds 

of the sloe gin to help preserve 

the Queen's extensive art collection. It also recommends that the royal tipple is served by 

pouring a measure of sloe gin into a fluted glass, then topping it up with "champagne or 

sparkling wine and garnish with fresh berries or orange peel." 

 

There's just one small snag for U.S. gin-lovers: the "light ruby color" liquor is currently only 

available in the U.K. 

 

There is, however, a reasonable chance it may find its way into the glass of the monarch: the 

Queen reportedly enjoys a daily cocktail of gin and Dubonnet with a slice of lemon and a lot 

of ice just before lunch, according to Darren McGrady, a former palace chef. 

 

The late Prince Philip, meanwhile, is more likely to have preferred the new Sandringham 

beer — something that Prince Harry alluded to in his statement following the Duke of 

Edinburgh's death aged 99. 

 

"He has been a rock for Her Majesty The Queen with unparalleled devotion, by her side for 

73 years of marriage," said Harry. "While I could go on, I know that right now he would say 

to all of us, beer in hand, 'Oh do get on with it!'" 

 

Source: people.com, article by Paul Boucher, 4 May 2021 



A  BREWING  LIFE:  HENRY  EDMEADES (1837–1938) 

 

Henry Edmeades began his extraordinary Australian brewing career working with his elder 

brother in a small Tasmanian brewery in the late 1850s, and fifty years later he owned a 

much larger one in Western Australia. In the intervening period he had worked at, managed 

and owned breweries in most of the Australian states, and in New Zealand. His attainment of 

the age of one hundred years in November 1937 made him a celebrity in his then home state 

of Western Australia. 

 

Henry’s experiences as a brewer and businessman ranged from great success to hardship and 

misfortune. His life spans that most interesting period of Australian history when breweries 

were numerous and geographically widespread, and encapsulates many of the significant 

themes in the industry during that period: the 

disappearance of family-owned brewing 

enterprises, and brewing dynasties; the rise 

of the joint stock company; frequent small 

business failures; industry concentration; 

brewer mobility; and the British roots of 

Australian brewing. 

 

Edmeades was born into a brewing family in 

Kent, England, in 1837. His father, Thomas, 

was a miller, but later became a brewer. His 

elder brother, Alfred, also adopted the 

brewing profession. Alfred migrated to 

Victoria in 1855 with another brother, 

Thomas, but soon moved to Tasmania where 

early in 1856 he took over a small brewery at 

Westbury, near Launceston. Henry, who 

arrived in Sydney in 1857, soon joined 

Alfred at Westbury. 

 

After working for a short time with his 

brother, Henry took a brewing position at Latrobe, on the Mersey River in northern 

Tasmania, early in 1858. He returned to Westbury after a few years, then held the licence for 

the brewery there from early in 1862. Alfred returned to England, where by 1871 he was 

managing a brewery in Winchester (Alfred’s only son, Tasmanian-born Alfred, later became 

a long-serving mayor of Winchester). 

 

Henry continued to run the brewery at Westbury for only a couple more years, then closed it 

and moved to New Zealand. He bought the defunct Albion Brewery at Te Aro, Wellington, 

and reopened it in mid-1864. His wife, Charlotte, whom he had married at Westbury in 

1863, gave birth to a daughter at their new home in August 1864. 

 

The Albion Brewery failed late in 1870, but it was probably a subsequent family tragedy that 

caused Henry to leave New Zealand. Charlotte died in February 1872, aged only 28 years,  



hours after giving birth to their sixth child, who also died. Soon afterward, Henry and the 

rest of his family went to England, where he remained for about three years. 

 

Henry left England again in 1876, and sailed for Adelaide, where his brother, Thomas, a 

Wesleyan minister, had made his home many years before. Henry had remarried in 1873, at 

Manchester Cathedral, and the family group that arrived in Adelaide in July 1876 comprised 

himself, his new wife, and four children—three from his first marriage, and one, much 

younger, from the second. 

 

In Adelaide, Henry Edmeades bought and re-opened the Anchor Brewery in Morphett 

Street, near North Terrace, which had been idle for several years. His brewing business was 

floated in 1881 into a limited liability company under the name of H. Edmeades and Co. 

Limited. The company purchased the Kangaroo Brewery at Hindmarsh, an inner Adelaide 

suburb, in 1883, and discontinued brewing at the Anchor Brewery. 

 

Business did not prosper after the move, and at the beginning of 1884 Henry’s personal 

estate was assigned, and soon after that H. Edmeades and Co. Limited was forced into 

liquidation. The company’s properties, comprising the two breweries and two freehold, one 

leasehold, and two tied hotels, were auctioned in December 1884. The causes of the 

company’s troubles are unknown, but they can only have been exacerbated by a tragic 

accident that occurred at the Kangaroo Brewery in October 1883. 

 

Henry’s assistant brewer fell into a vat of boiling beer at the Kangaroo Brewery, and died 

from the effects the following day. The jury at the coronial inquest returned a verdict of 

accidental death, but offered the opinion that the premises were unsafe and dangerous for 

carrying on the business of brewing. This episode cannot have done other than harm to the 

reputation of H. Edmeades and Co. Limited. 

 

As Henry’s private financial affairs were being sorted out in Adelaide, and as H. Edmeades 

and Co. Limited was simultaneously being liquidated, he moved in 1884 to Sydney to take 

the job of manager of the Pyrmont Brewery, on the western shore of Darling Harbour. In 

September 1885, after barely a year in Sydney, he bought the Victoria Flour Mill at Inverell 

in northern New South Wales. There he started a brewery, which he ran in conjunction with 

the milling business. This venture soon failed, and Edmeades assigned his estate in 

September 1886, and left Inverell early the next year. 

 

In July 1887, a new brewery was started at Ipswich in Queensland, with Henry Edmeades as 

the brewing manager. He stayed at the Ipswich Brewery for only a short time, and the 

following year was in business as a bottler in Roma Street, Brisbane. Early in 1889 he took a 

partner and opened a new brewery—the Lion Brewery—in the inner Brisbane suburb of 

Spring Hill. This soon failed due to Henry’s illness, and in April 1890 he was again 

adjudged insolvent. 

 

Early in 1892, Henry took  the position of brewer at the Kent Brewery, Rockhampton, but by 

the time his certificate of discharge was granted in February 1893, he was carrying on 

business in the same city as a vinegar and cordial merchant. 



By February 1895, Henry was living in Melbourne, but it is not known (yet) where he was 

working. In 1896, he went to Western Australia, to work as brewer at the newly-opened 

Eclipse Brewery at Northam. He was one of the directors of a company formed in 1897 to 

take over the Eclipse Brewery, and remained as brewer for the new concern—the Northam 

Brewery Company Limited. 

 

Edmeades bought out the Northam Brewery Company Limited in 1901, and continued the 

business as H. Edmeades and Co. In 1903 he took a partner to handle the financial matters, 

while he concentrated on the brewing. Henry dissolved the partnership in April 1905, and 

continued to run the business alone. In the meantime, Henry’s son, Alexander, who was a 

one-year-old when the family returned to Australia in 1876, and had later trained as a brewer 

under his father, was appointed in 1898 as brewer to the Federal Brewery, Kalgoorlie. 

 

A second brewery was started at Northam in 1907, by the Northam Brewery and 

Refrigerating Co. Limited. Competition from this firm probably caused the decline of the 

Eclipse Brewery, which ceased to operate in 1909. Henry must have been aware of this risk, 

and took shares in the new company when it was floated. Several years later, from his 

retirement in Subiaco, Perth, Henry attempted unsuccessfully to have the Northam Brewery 

and Refrigerating Co. Limited wound up on the grounds that it was grossly mismanaged, 

had never paid a dividend, and was impossible to resuscitate. 

 

As has already been mentioned, Henry attracted newspaper attention in November 1937 

when he attained the age of 100 years. He died several months later, in April 1938; his 

second wife, Annie, had predeceased him in 1935 at the age of 98 years. The newspapers of 

1937 and 1938 focussed, however, on Henry’s extreme age, overlooking his remarkable 

brewing career. 

 

Editor’s Note: This article by Brewery Historian Brett Stubbs was previously published in 

BrewsNews dated 7 August 2007, and slightly revised by the author for VBLCS News. 

 

 

A  MESSAGE  FROM  DAVID  DOBNEY 

 

Mick Davis member 517 advises that after 30 years of keen, diligent and successful label 

collecting (particularly UK, USA and Scandinavia) that he is ‘calling it a day’, hanging up 

the A4 binders, tape and glue and retiring from the hobby that has provided him with much 

activity and enjoyment over the years since he retired from his daily working employment. 

 

Mick is well known to many present and past members, and wishes to express his thanks to 

the VBLCS society and its members for the friendships formed, labels supplied and labels 

exchanged and the support he has received over these past years. 

 

Mick and Di are ageing but are in good health and spirits and again extend their best wishes 

to all and to the society as it approaches the 50th anniversary of its formation next year. 

 

David Dobney 



RAFFLES 

 

Currently, the following members have credits as listed: 

 

Wayne Richardson  June  2021 (3) 

Cor Groothuis  Dec 2021 (2) 

Jimmy Stewart  Apr 2022 (3) 

Robert Johnson  Jun  2024 (2) 

 

Note: Numbers in brackets are the number of tickets per raffle. 

          Tickets are $2.00 each. Maximum of 5 tickets per raffle. 

 

Would mail entrants please specify how many tickets they would like in each raffle? 

 

Members who do not specify a number will be allotted two (2) tickets per raffle, funds 

permitting. 

 

At our next meeting there will be five prizes: 

 

1st prize is a Hyatt on Collins Eureka Lager label,  

2nd prize is a Black Ban Bitter label from Bell’s Hotel Brewery,  

3rd prize is a Bullion Lager label from Rifle Brigade,  

4th prize is a Point Addis Pale Ale label from Bells Beach Brewery,  

5th prize is an XPA label from Wolf of the Willows. 

 

     
 

The prizes will also include a variety of other labels.  

 

Tickets are available from Phill Langley, 17 Jarvis Crescent, North Dandenong, VIC 3175 

and also at the April meeting. 

 

 

 

DOOR  PRIZE 

 

The Door Prize for our next meeting will be “Stout” label from Bunbury 

Brewery Co Limd. The winner will have to be drawn from the names who 

signed the attendance list. 

 



GREAT  NORTHERN  ZERO  GOES  NATIONAL  

 

As industry bullishness around alcohol-free beer grows, Great Northern has today 

announced it is taking its non-alcoholic brand extension national. 

 

Great Northern’s Lauren Fildes said the country’s largest beer brand’s foray last year into 

the non-alcoholic beer market reflected the booming demand amongst Australians for 

alcohol-free beer options. 

 

“Zero alcohol beer has grown by 87 per cent throughout 2020 and is continuing to grow, 

with that part of the market expected to be worth $135 million by 2025,” she said. 

 

Recent media reports quoted IRI data suggesting the category was valued at $4.5 million 

nationally in the 2020 calendar year, it’s expected to jump to $15 million in 2021. 

 

 

Endeavour Drinks Group has said its sales of non-alcoholic drinks have more than doubled, 

increasing by 100 per cent in the 12 months to May, with beer being the biggest non-alc sub-

category. 

 

Non-alcoholic beer was also recognised for the first time at this year’s Australian 

International Beer Awards. 

 

Lauren Fildes said the move to take the beer national came after trialling it in Queensland 

and the Northern Territory over the past few months. 

 

“Within four months of launching, it became the number one non-alcoholic beer there and 

now beer lovers all over Australia will be able to enjoy it too,” she said. 



The announcement contained ABS data showing Australians are increasingly moderating 

their alcohol intake and research released this year predicts demand for low and no alcohol 

beverages in ten key countries, including Australia, will continue to grow in the next five 

years. 

 

“Consumers have become more conscious of what they consume, particularly during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Men and women are both seeking non-alcoholic beer with the 

strongest demand coming from those aged 25 to 45,” Fildes said. 

 

While the market for ultra low alcohol beer is growing, it is a very crowded market. 

 

Former Brews News editor and host of the AIBA-winning Drinks Adventures podcast, 

James Atkinson, recently told the Sydney Morning Herald the market was becoming 

increasingly crowded. 

 

“Non-alcoholic beer in particular has been massive in Europe for a long time,” he said. “In 

recent years everyone has jumped on the bandwagon, but I am yet to be convinced that the 

market justifies the number of products coming out at the moment.” 

 

“It will be interesting to see how many of the new products still exist in five years’ time. 

 

“CUB claims to have sold 3.2 million litres of Carlton Zero in its first 12 months, yet the 

Australian beer market produces 1.7 billion litres each year. That’s just 0.18 per cent of the 

market, and they would probably spill more Carlton Draught on the ground than that. 

 

“It’s definitely a trend, but still very early days,” Atkinson said. 

 

With low alcohol beer marketing being a target for complainants to ABAC, Great Northern 

stressed in its release that despite being non-alcoholic, Great Northern Zero is marketed to 

adults in strict accordance with the Alcohol Beverages Advertising Code. 

 

Great Northern Zero will be available in cans and bottles, six-packs or cartons of 24 and 

stocked in supermarkets, cafes, bars, hotels and bottle shops throughout Australia. 

 

Source: Article by Matt Kirkegaard, BrewsNews, 10 June 2021 

 

 

ROYAL  PERTH  BEER  AWARDS 

 

The 2021 Perth Royal Beer Awards judging panel comprised of 40 experts, led by Chief 

Judge Will Irving, who between them, analysed 430 entries from 43 individual brewers 

across 104 separate classes in 21 categories. The team of stewards worked seamlessly back 

of house as the judges scrutinized each individual, unidentified beer scoring it out of 20 and 

in line with international judging criteria which considers a brews appearance, aroma, 

flavour, technical quality and style.  

 

Major Awards: 



 

CRYER MALT TROPHY FOR CHAMPION BEER - Blasta Brewing Co, Unbridled 

Unicorn 

 

CHAMPION LARGE BREWERY - Blasta Brewing Company 

 

CHAMPION SMALL BREWERY - Lucky Bay Brewing 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST NEW EXHIBITOR - Bailey Brewing Co 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST LAGER PACKAGED – Lion, Emu Export Lager 

 

CRYER MALT TROPHY FOR BEST LAGER DRAUGHT - White Lakes Brewing,  

Whitelakes XPL 

 

HOPCO TROPHY FOR BEST PALE ALE PACKAGED - Otherside Brewing, Indie XPA 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST PALE ALE DRAUGHT - King Road Brewing Co, King Road IPA 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST INDIA PALE ALE PACKAGED - Beer Farm, Royal Haze 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST INDIA PALE ALE DRAUGHT - Blasta Brewing Company, 

Unbridled Unicorn 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST AMBER – DARK ALE PACKAGED - Boston Brewing Co, 

Devilslide 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST AMBER – DARK ALE DRAUGHT - Otherside Brewing Co, Vinyl 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST PORTER – STOUT PACKAGED - Lucky Bay Brewing, Black Jack 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST PORTER – STOUT DRAUGHT - Stomping Ground Brewing Co,  

Bunker Porter 

 

CONTAINER REFRIGERATION TROPHY FOR BEST EUROPEAN STYLE BEER 

PACKAGED - Impi Brewers, Guava Berliner Weisse 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST EUROPEAN STYLE BEER DRAUGHT - White Lakes Brewing, 

Whitelakes Wit 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST HYBRID & SPECIALTY BEER PACKAGED - Otherside Brewing 

Co, Sabbath Stout 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST HYBRID & SPECIALTY BEER DRAUGHT - Margaret River 

Brewhouse, Panther Cream 

 

TROPHY FOR BEST LOW ALCOHOL BEER DRAUGHT - Gage Roads Brewing Co 

Pipe Dreams Coastal Lager 3.5% 



REVAMPED  REDBACK  RETURNS  TO  WA 

 

One of the beers that kick started Australia’s craft movement three decades ago is returning 

on-tap to its place of origin, Western Australia. 

 

Matilda Bay’s Redback wheat beer was originally created by master brewer Phil Sexton in 

1986. 

 

Mr Sexton parted ways with the original Matilda Bay in the early 1990’s, before returning to 

partner with Carlton & United Breweries two years ago and re-establish Matilda Bay 

Brewery in Victoria’s Yarra Valley. 

 

While Redback remained in name, this is the first time Phil Sexton has brewed the beer in 

more than 30 years. 

 

“This rendition of Redback is a riff on the original. It’s true to the first beer we brewed, but 

with the benefit of 35 years of hindsight and experience,” said Mr Sexton. 

 

“It’s the beer I would have made back then, if I knew then what I know now. It was 

important for me to bring it back, as 

Redback is arguably the beer that 

kick started the whole craft beer 

movement. It has a strong place in the 

heart of most older craft beer 

drinkers.” 

 

Redback was Australia’s first wheat 

beer, a trend that’s since moved out 

of vogue, until now. 

 

“You might question the wisdom of releasing a wheat beer back into the Australian market. 

But with Redback we’re showing that you can make a wheat beer that is sessionable and 

easy to drink, while giving you the richness of experience that you get from using some 

wheat in the brew,” Mr Sexton said. 

 

Redback is described as a sparkling blonde Wheat ale style with a pale glow that draws on 

its origins. It’s 4.7% ABV. 

 

Traditional, with a twist, Mr Sexton, son Harry, and the other brewers at Matilda Bay drew 

upon novel brewing techniques to bring this unfiltered beer to life. 

 

The aroma is mandarin rind and floral spice with underlying fruit, a hint of hop spice and a 

slightly biscuity malt tone. Palate is creamy, soft yet firm; walking a delicate line between 

fullness and fineness while balancing lemon curd and earth fruit notes to produce a well 

balanced mild palate with high drinkability. The finish is crisp and fresh. 

 

Source: Article by Clare Burnett, BrewsNews, 10 June 2021 



AIBA  NO-ALCOHOL  TROPHY  HIGHLIGHTS 

CATEGORY  GROWTH 

 

The recent 2021 Australian International Beer Awards, conducted by The Royal Agricultural 

Society of Victoria (RASV) at Melbourne Showgrounds, featured a number of exciting 

category changes.  

With more than 2,500 entries from 400 breweries representing 21 countries, this year’s event 

was a huge success after the cancellation of the event in 2020 due to COVID-19.  

One of the new additions for 2021 was the category for Best Non-Alcohol Beer, with the 

inaugural trophy winner being ‘Tinnies Ultra Low Alcohol’ produced by Coles 

Supermarkets Australia.  

RASV Growth and Development Manager, Damian Nieuwesteeg was thrilled with the 

interest in the non-alcohol category this year.  

“Category changes and new additions are a valuable aspect of ensuring that the Australian 

International Beer Awards remain at the forefront of industry trends, production techniques 

and consumer interest. 

“The inclusion of the category and trophy for Best Non-Alcohol Beer recognises the 

consumer trend towards wanting to enjoy the flavour of beer without the alcohol content.  

“It was terrific to have 25 entries in the first year and we anticipate that as people look for 

greater choice, the range of non-alcohol beers and styles will continue to grow,” stated Mr 

Nieuwesteeg.  

Overseen by a highly skilled Industry Advisory Group, the AIBA is shaped by the industry 

and consumer demand, with close consideration placed on keeping the AIBA relevant to 

brewers from around the world.   

Along with the new Non-Alcohol category, The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria this 

year introduced a split of the IPA category into Best Modern IPA and Best Traditional IPA. 

This change was made to better recognise the unique IPA styles and reward brewers that are 

supporting the largest category at the AIBA.  

“With the introduction of new trophies for Best Modern IPA and Best Traditional IPA, we 

have seen further growth in the category with more than 400 entries across the two classes,” 

concluded Mr Nieuwesteeg.  

Alongside the AIBA, the RASV manage four other food and beverage award programs 

including the Australian International Coffee Awards, Australian Food Awards, Australian 

Distilled Spirits Awards and the Royal Melbourne Wine Awards.  

Source: BrewsNews, 31 May 2021 



CATCHMENT  -  MOONPIRATE  CRYPTO  BEER  COLLAB 

 

Catchment Brewing Co. and Crypto Currency MOONPIRATE are collaborating to launch a 

world first.  

 

The world’s first Crypto Beer – MoonPirate x Catchment Brewing Co Tropical IPA is set to 

launch on Saturday, June 26th at Catchment Brewing in Brisbane’s West End. 

 

Catchment Brewing Co CEO Matt Newberry jumped at the chance when approached by the 

MoonPirate team to be their first collaboration brewery. 

 

“The opportunity to do something no one has ever done before and to have some fun was too 

good to ignore,” he says. “It’s a great opportunity for us to engage more people and promote 

the Catchment brand to the over 80,000 people that currently hold the currency around the 

world.” 

 

According to Newberry, the Tropical IPA is also a tasty drop with pineapple, berry flavours 

tropical aroma with a hearty 6.5% ABV makes this beer distinctly from Queensland but 

world class and still “incredibly drinkable”. 

 

Both MoonPirate and Catchment Brewing Co have big hopes for the collaboration. The first 

batch is only available in kegs, available over the bar at The Catchment Brewing Co bar in 

West End.  

 

After the first batch the plan is to can the beer and distribute it to Moon Pirate currency 

holders around the world. In the crypto currency world of crowd sourcing, future brews will 

be decided by the MoonPirate collective and holders will be given a range of special offers.  

 

MoonPirate founder, Shaun Kitching likes the inclusiveness of Catchment’s approach for 

locals everywhere, which matches MoonPirates ethos.  

 

“MoonPirate is the world’s first governance token for crypto liquor. It allows every 

MoonPirate investor to have a say every step along the way. Via a crypto-blockchain 

verified voting system, holders can vote on flavours, can designs and more”, said 

MoonPirate Founder Shaun Kitching.  

 

“MoonPirate is a community run token and it’s about giving the people what they want, 

whilst also integrating digital world concepts with real life products. As crypto coins become 

more mainstream, MoonPirate could very well change how people look at crypto and it’s 

very exciting. Plus collaborating with Catchment Brewing Co has been a blast!” 

 

The Catchment Brewing Co x MoonPirate Tropical IPA launches Saturday June 26th at 

Catchment Brewing Co in West End at a nearly sold-out pirate themed event.  

 

Bring your mug, peg leg and parrot and join in the fun. 

 

Source: Catchment Brewing Co Media Release, 8 June 2021 



LABELS  ISSUED  WITH  THIS  NEWSLETTER 

 

Owing to frequent shortages of microbrewery labels and different quantities of matching 

back and neck labels, the labels issued may not be the fully published list. 

 

Please note that the number of labels has been reduced to maintain the postage weight and 

costs. 

 

Mountain Goat      Crowd Pleaser Pale Ale 

 

2 Brothers              Grizz American Amber 

 

Sea Legs                Fallback IPA 

                               Raspberry Kolsch 

                               Dry hopped Gose 

                               Adrift Red IPA 

                               Ella IPA 

                               Saison Au Poivre 

                               Tropical XPA 

                               Enigma IPA 

                               Sideshow Alley 

                               THIS IPA 

                               BNE IPA 

                               Raspberry Dark Ale 

                               ONYX Slam Black IPA 

 

Newstead               Vampyre Lovers 

 

Red Duck               The Big Lazy 

                               Altitude 435 

 

Moon Dog              Old Mate (Note: change to new address) 

                               Mack Daddy (Note: Old address) 

                               Lager (Note: Old address)        

 

VBLCS sends its thanks to Mountain Goat, Newstead, Red Duck, 2 Brothers, Moon Dog 

and Sea Legs for contributing labels to this issue. 

 

A special thank you to Jim Whittle, Tom Cavanagh and Alan Richards for obtaining labels 

for this magazine. 

 

The Committee sends a big thank you to Jim Whittle and Alan Richards for painstakingly 

individually cutting the labels from rolls for mailing. 

 

Visit    VBLCS  web-site:               http://www.vblcs.com   



SEA  LEGS  BREWING  CO. 

 

Sea Legs Brewing Co, just metres from the iconic Story Bridge in Kangaroo Point, Brisbane 

is a 15-hectolitre brewery with 9000 litre fermenting capacity to brew a core range of five 

beers on site including award-winning Tropical Lager, Dr Swift's Golden Ale, Sea Legs Pale 

Ale, Breakaway IPA and Nitro Milk Stout. 

 

An additional 100-litre pilot brewery and two 100 litre fermenters are used for specialty, 

seasonal and experimental batch brews. 

 

 
 

With various spaces throughout the brewery to choose from, they cater for groups from 12 to 

220 guests, suiting a range of occasions including birthdays, baby showers, engagement 

parties and weddings to seminars, theatre-style presentations and business networking, just 

to name a few. 

 

Sea Legs Brewing Co is located at 89 Main St, Kangaroo Point and open 7 days a week. 

Beer and merchandise are available online for Australia-wide delivery. 

 

  



 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 



  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  



AN  EXPENSIVE  BOTTLE  OF  BEER 

 
How I sold a bottle of Arctic Ale on eBay 

 

The story started many years ago, when I was at an auction in Nottingham, and a quart bottle 

of Allsopp’s Arctic Ale from 1875 sold for over £2,000. I reported this in What's Bottling at 

the time, and secretly thought that I ought to sell mine at that price. 

 

I thought no more of it, until a bottle of Arctic Ale appeared on eBay and sold for less than 

$304.00. At the time I thought that the original £2,000 price must have been a flash in the 

pan. But I should have realised that as I hadn't seen this item until it was sold, it must have 

been badly listed, and only a few potential buyers had discovered it. In fact, the guy had 

spelt the name of the brewery wrong. An expensive mistake. 

 

Then the item was listed again for resale by the winning bidder at a starting price of $0.99, 

but with a ‘buy it now‘ price of $200,000, and an unseen reserve price. It turned out later 

that the reserve price was an astronomical $150,000! 

 

Bidding started and at that time, as soon as a bid had been made, eBay cancelled the ‘buy it 

now’ price. The price climbed alarmingly and had soon exceeded the pie-in-the-sky “buy it 

now’ price. It continued to climb, and eventually reached over $500,000. It was quite clear 

that the auction wreckers were at work, and were generally making tun of the ridiculous 

‘buy it now‘ price. 

 

Meanwhile the web chat rooms were alive with ‘discussion’ about the increasing price. As 

regular users will know, chat rooms are there so that users can insult and bully each other 

and anyone or anything else they can think of. This bottle of beer came in for a considerable 

amount of stick, which probably further encouraged the auction wreckers. It came as no 

surprise when, at the end of the auction, the bottled beer stood at $503,000 (at the time, 

almost half a million pounds!). It received 157 bids from 53 different bidders. 

 

  
 

Newspapers carried the story of the beer selling for half a million. Even the English ones 

were at it. Nobody seemed to realise that this was the work of auction wreckers. At this stage 

no reports that the auction had been sabotaged were published. But as time wore on, people 

became aware of it. 



I also have my doubts about the genuineness of 

this beer. The listing states that the label wasn't 

put on the beer until the early part of the twentieth 

century. This would account for the words ‘trade 

mark’ on the label. However, as far as I can tell 

from the photographs the bottle has no 

embossing, which is unusual for Allsopp's bottles. 

All three Arctic Ales that passed through my 

hands were in embossed bottles. Early. bottles 

were embossed with the letters in script. SA, 

which stood for Samuel Allsopp. Later they used 

more detailed and ornate embossing with the 

‘hand trade mark. 

 

Another factor which suggested that the beer was a fake, was the condition of the label, 

which was perfect. Over 100 years a label is bound to suffer some deterioration while on a 

bottle. l suspect that the label was glued on with Pritt Stick fairly recently. 

 

Some days after the auction I looked at the bidders’ details. A number of them were listed as 

‘no longer a registered user’, indicating that they must have been thrown of eBay for auction 

wrecking, although the winning bidder, v00dD04sc0re, is still going strong. 

 

A fellow collector e-mailed me about a message he had received: 

 

‘The winning bidder was, it seemed. a joker, and although the bottle was offered to the 

second highest bidder, who was apparently serious. There wasn’t a response within 24 

hours and so the owner (an ‘international travelling businessman’) wasn’t prepared to 

spend further time on the matter and delegated it to his female business partner to find a 

new buyer/reasonable home for the bottle’. 

 

Because of the astronomical price asked, the bottle never did find a new home, and as far as 

l know is still in the possession of the erstwhile seller. But there is more. 

 

l decided that the auction 'indicated that there was sufficient interest in Arctic Ales for mine 

to fetch a good price, so I decided to list it on eBay and see how things went. 

 

I listed it on the American site, because most of the interest was from Americans. It was 

unlikely that anyone from the UK would pay those sort of prices. Back then a listing on the 

USA site allowed for exposure throughout the world, it you specified this, at no extra cost. 

 

ln the light of the previous auction, I started the bidding at a sensible starting price oi $1,999, 

with no reserve. (if you use reserve prices, than you have something to hide - and anyway, as 

people don’t know your reserve price it discourages some from bidding). The sensible price, 

l hoped, would not attract the auction Wreckers.  

 

On eBay, users can ‘watch’ items. That is, they can select an item for inclusion in their ‘My 

eBay‘ page, and see how the bidding progresses. However, unless you have sold on eBay 

you may not know that the number or people watching an item is displayed in the sellers  



‘My eBay page‘. During the auction the number of watchers tor my bottle went up to a 

massive 1,324! This is a record for anything l have sold, and showed there were lots of 

people out there who were interested. 

 

In fact the auction brought a number of interesting and amusing e-mails from people who 

had read the auction details. Here is the best: 

 

‘So this IS the reel deal. Very Nice to Se! Hope you do well and all your bids are Genuine. 

Always a welcome site to have an ‘onest dealer on board. Your name & site have been 

tossed about on the blogs this last week amidst the feeding frenzy of confusion, hope it does 

you some good. JL’ 

 

This seems quite a sensible message. but the second message from the same person revealed 

that he was probably a greenback short of a dollar. It is reproduced below, complete with 

spelling mistake. 

 

‘My awareness of the situation was the impitus for writing you. The Whole Auction is an 

embarrassment in my eyes. What's worst is often it was made reference, in blogs, to the fact 

the auction. was here in Tulsa with rather a double edged sword effect of negativity... how 

did idiots in Oklahoma find that, when they believe the bottle real...or... 

 

Not surprised the seller’s someone from Tulsa, when they believed the bottle to be fake. Even 

the newspaper articles on line have made no attempt to use an Expert opinion to challenge 

the ridiculous out come. I'm afraid my good men, that 95% of the bids were Auction 

wreckers and the beer blogs etc are just continuing the charade! Isn't it time. 

for the English to come to our Fiescue ?!? JL’ 

 

I was well satisfied with the price finally realised for my Arctic Ale, but the biggest surprise 

was that the beer was sold to the same man who had tried to sell his bottle on eBay and had 

his auction wrecked. He is now the proud possessor of two Arctic Ales, one genuine and one 

probably fake. I hope they bring him plenty of enjoyment. 

 

An eBay seller came up with a way to cash-in on the situation. He registered the domain 

name www.allsoppsarcticale.com and two others using the Allsopp name. He offered all for 

sale at $3,500, or ‘Buy it Now‘ tor $5.000. ‘These domain names are going to be huge’ he 

advised bidders. He had no takers. 

 

Oh, and the price my beer fetched - $2,550 (about £2,200). 

 

Mike Peterson 

 

Source: Text - Brewery History Society No 93, June 2021 

             Pictures – from Internet 

 

Don’t forget  to  renew  your  membership 



NEW  BREWERIES 

 

2 Halfs Brewing opens in Sydney 

Founded by husband and wife duo Kirk and Dragana Bozinovski, the idea for opening 2 

Halfs first occurred in 2019 after Kirk completed a Brewmaster course at VLB Berlin.  

 

“We deliberately spelt halves using the alternative form ‘halfs’ for no other reason than just 

feeling like it! After all, the English language doesn’t make sense a lot of the time, 

especially coming from two people who had to learn it as a second language,” said Dragana 

Bozinovski.  

 

With the duo being European migrants and Kirk having over 30 years of homebrewing 

experience, the pair wanted to have a brewpub to showcase their passion for European-style 

lagers.  

 

“After years of dreaming about opening up his own brewery so that he could share his 

passion with others, he felt it was time to step out of his comfort zone and enter the 

Australian brewing industry,” said Dragana.  

 

But the process to get there would prove to be a long and gruelling one as working full-time, 

council constraints and COVID-19 pressures delayed their plans. 

 

“We had more enthusiasm than experience and unfortunately, we felt that we made some ill-

informed decisions in our early stages of developmental planning,” she explained. 

 

Originally, the pair were looking to base the brewpub in the Sutherland Shire and had even 

signed a lease, however, due to issues with the council, they had to withdraw and look 

somewhere else.  

 

Once they settled on their current Alexandria location, the pair faced development 

application difficulties with the application itself taking over a year to be approved.  

 

“The waiting game was very draining and disheartening. As new kids in the game, we did 

not know enough people in the industry to ask for advice. 

 

“We love where we are now. Our site is on the smaller side of what we would have liked, 

however it is in the middle of the 24-hour precinct zone and we have many amazing 

businesses within close distance,” Bozinovski said.  

 

For anyone wanting to open a new brewery, she offered some free advice.  

 

“There were a lot of unexpected expenses so whatever budget you have prepared at the 

beginning, we say double it! If we could go back and do things differently, we would get our 

development application for brewing first and then apply for a taproom.” 

 

2 Halfs Brewing Distilling is now open at 2 Stokes Ave, Alexandria NSW 2015. 



NEW  BEERS 

 

- FERAL BREWING TUSK 2021. Tusk holds the title of 

Australia’s first IIPA / DIPA / imperial IPA / really big 

hoppy beer.  

 

The 2010s saw the beer's aggressively-hopped, bi-annual, 

draught-only release turned into cold chain publicity: keep 

cold, drink fresh – a fight for the care of liquid, something 

which the rise of hazies has made even more salient. So, if 

high ABV and charming churlishness on a quality mission 

was Tusk's jam then, what’s its relevance in a new epoch? 

Feral answers with Yakima Chief’s new Cryo Pop™, with 

the airfreighted blend dumped into the Bassendean stainless 

just over a week from leaving Washington state, making 

this just the second commercial release in Oz to feature the 

blend after One Drop. 

 

But whatever this year’s Tusk is, the celebration is always the room, being at a crowded pub, 

hugging strangers – now new mates, yelling, just yelling, and a wonky dance of fetch 

another glass. And, if you’re lucky enough to do that, then raise a horn to the cloistered. 

 

- LOCAL BREWING 97 DRAUGHT & 

THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN SPEAKING. 

They might share a similar hue but the two 

latest limited releases from Local Brewing Co 

probably couldn’t be further removed from 

one another. For 97 Draught, the kolsh was 

brewed as a collaboration with Westgarth 

Liquor, which occupies number 97 High 

Street, Northcote. Effectively, it’s the kind of 

beer you might hand to someone who mostly 

drinks mainstream lagers and though it has 

similar hallmarks to such a beer, it still packs a 

punch of flavour. Mostly that's of the floral 

variety thanks to the inclusion of Saaz and 

Hallertau hops, while there's also a substantial 

bitterness packing a bite too and crisp, lean 

and bready notes providing a touch of 

sweetness. 

 

Then there’s “This Is Your Captain Speaking” A NEIPA brewed for GABS and containing 

mandarin and maple syrup and brewed with the idea that since plane travel is a real rarity at 

the moment, at least your tastebuds get to travel. While maple syrup is the flavour you could 

easily assume would dominate, it’s actually the mandarin that takes centre stage, while the 

maple provides an underlying sweetness and the beer having classic hallmarks of a standard 

hazy with tropical fruit, citrus and a bit of pine coming from the hops. 



- BURNLEY BREWING OYSTER STOUT. When brewery 

owners plan their holidays around sourcing ingredients, you know 

one of two things. Either they’re highly committed to every aspect 

of what they brew, or they really want that holiday to be tax-

deductible.  

 

It’s why when I saw Burnley Brewing were releasing an Oyster 

Stout for winter 2021, I’d assumed Michael Stanzel and Chloe 

Hoiberg’s recent holiday to regional South Australia was a way to 

book a cheap getaway. But given the actual oysters used in the beer 

are from New South Wales’ Sapphire Coast, it turns out the holiday 

was just for fun and the oysters weren’t fit for restaurants, so 

Burnley have actually helped someone else’s bottom line. 

 

As for the beer itself, the stout is a highly-balanced dark drop. 

From the aroma, you can tell there’s a slight hint that a seafood-

based adjunct may have been inside, as along with the rich air of 

chocolate, there’s a touch of ocean spray. There’s a clear touch of 

brine that runs through the beer that proves a comfortable counter to the beer’s warming and 

slightly sweet molasses notes, while a slight hint of tobacco and espresso make their 

presence known too. To understand the exact way the oysters have contributed to the beer, 

you’d probably actually have to travel to the Sapphire Coast and if you've already written 

about the beer, is there a way it can become a tax deducation? 

 

- HELIOS BREWING ICARUS IIPA. Helios head brewer 

Charlie Hodgson is his own biggest critic and is comfortable 

enough in his own boots to admit when something doesn’t go 

to plan. But this ‘didn’t go as intended’ IPA is a happy 

accident, and gave birth to Icarus IIPA. 

 

From the first inhale, there’s sticky resin, ripe apricot and 

grapefruit flowing freely into the air. But keep at it and you 

may find yourself sticking your face into a big blooming pink 

rose - the subtle perfume kind, not the gooey Turkish Delight 

kind.  

 

A slight earthy dankness joins resinous pine on the tongue, 

alongside more apricot and pink grapefruit sprinkled with raw 

sugar - but without all the sweetness you might expect with that 

- it's more the flavour of sugar without all the sweetness of 

sugar? Sounds strange, I know, but that’s the best way I can 

describe it. Texturally, it’s thick in the mouth but finishes fairly 

dry with a harmonious bitterness. 

 

While the 50/50 split between old school US hop variety Simcoe and new school variety 

Talus was always going to bring in this fine flurry of aromas and flavours, the boosted booze 

and dry finish give them a punchiness that might have been less at a lower ABV. 



- GAGE ROADS DAWN PATROL. Breakfast stouts are an adjunct-

assisted extension of the familiar coffee and chocolate malt-derived 

characters found in many darker beers. For Dawn Patrol, the brewery 

collaborated with Perth coffee roasters Twin Peaks, using a Yellow 

Bourbon variety sourced from a farm in the Carmo De Minas region of 

Brazil known as Sertão. The roaster’s Thomas Green notes that the 

beans are processed naturally – whole cherries dried on the patio – and 

this expression provides “a rich, fudgey, chocolate backbone”, one that 

works equally well in the beer as it does the house blends. 

 

Scaling up the morning cup, a series of substantial hot and full 

immersion ground coffee batches were prepared by the collaborators at 

Gage Roads, which was then flash chilled, before being added to the 

stout base. The result is a harmony of beer and bean, of which head 

brewer Ross Brown says: “We wanted that coffee to be that freshly 

poured espresso on the nose to start with, and fitting with the Breakfast 

Stout theme, there’s a lot of oats in there, and cocoa nibs circulated 

through the final stages.” 

 

Unsurprisingly, the initial impression is one of: “Wow, that’s at lot of coffee!”, before 

espresso notes meld with cacao and dusty Bourneville tones. A smooth palate cloisters 

bitterness, running maturely dry – this ain’t a pastry party. As for whether the bean caffeine 

transfers, most breakfast stouts feature less than five percent of the caffeine found in one cup 

of coffee, which may be just enough for the swell crowd’s dawn patrol. 

 

- TEMPLE BREWING HAZY #4. Temple Brewing started 

making hazy IPAs a little later than most, with the brewery only 

releasing their first - the aptly titled Last Train To Boston - at the 

start of 2020. The Brunswick East brewery has been making up 

for lost time though, launching their Hazy Series at the close of 

that year with the promise to release four beers focused on hops 

and haze. The final member of that series was launched at GABS 

2021 but has also been given a wider release in cans that share in 

the scientifically stylized looked of the other Hazy releases. 

 

Contained within #4 are whirlpool additions of Ekuanot and 

Mosaic (in the shape of INCOGNITO, a concentrated liquid hop 

product from John I. Haas designed specifically as a whirlpool 

addition) and an impressive dry-hopping rate of 24 grams per 

litre of Citra, Amarillo and Mosaic (here it came in LUPOMAX, 

which is also from John I.  

 

Additionally, there’s a large amount of rolled oats in the beer which take the hazy and pale 

yellow beer into really smooth and quite thick territory which allows those hop flavours to 

leap off. First off there’s a really strong whack of stone fruit that sits somewhere between 

nectarine and apricot and that's followed by a wider tropical mix of mango, pawpaw and 

melon and a softer citrus note too. 



 

- FURY & SON IMPERIAL FRUIT SOURS. Look, they've not gone as 

hard as they did with their series of stouts for 2021 – which you can read 

about here – but, clearly, Fury & Son aren't the sorts to just do things once 

when it comes to one-offs. If the world of dark chocolate and roast isn't for 

you, maybe souped up fruit sours are more your thing? 

 

Imperial sours feel like an area fraught with danger – will the sour side be 

allowed to become overbearing, or will the desire to boost booze result in 

something overly sweet and sticky? Thankfully, in the case of Mango 

Imperial Sour, the answer to both questions is no. Mango is a fruit that can 

go in many directions in beer, but in this relatively fleet-footed 7 percenter 

there's none of the pongy or overly weighty character you can sometimes 

find; instead there's a lightly sparkling acidity accompanying the fruit 

sweetness in a beer that's not particularly sour, but more refreshing – like a 

3pm beach bar cocktail – than such a beer deserves to be. 

 

Its companion piece, Passion Fruit & Guava Sour Imperial Sour, bursts 

from the glass like Passiona blended with tropical brekkie juice, enticing 

you in. Again, it's not sour as such, and, with the purée like fruits masking 

much in the way of sparkle, not as sprightly as the Mango. If that was a 

refreshing beach bar cocktail, this is the fruit punch served by the ladle. 

 

- BRICK LANE & PINK BOOTS SOCIETY 

STEREOBREAKER. With beer names like One Love 

and Supernova, we’ve long suspected there’s a large 

number of music lovers working at Brick Lane and 

their latest limited release seems to prove that beyond 

any doubt. Or maybe we've worked out who the biggest 

music fan at the brewery is, since Stereobreaker is a rye 

pale ale brewed by Victorian members of Pink Boots 

Australia and led by Brick Lane’s Emily Usher. It's a 

beer that's built around this year's Pink Boots Hop 

Blend from Yakima Chief Hops which consists of 

Cashmere, Ahtanum, Citra, Loral and Sabro while the 

name refers to breaking stereotypes and smashing 

ceilings and to help Pink Boots continue to do that, 

Brick Lane is donating close to $10,000 from the 

proceeds of the beer to the not-for-profit. 

 

As for the beer inside, Emily and PBS brewed a pale 

with a relatively complex malt base - of munich, crystal 

and rye - which still allows the flavours from the hop 

blend to take centre stage. It means there's a touch of 

sweetness and slight spice to Stereobreaker but largely, 

it's a beer led by notes of oily citrus, herbal and piney 

characters and softer levels of coconut and mint. 



- NOMAD BREWING BROOKIE PILSNER. Entry number 

three into Nomad’s Brookie range of easy-drinking classics is a 

Pilsner that doesn’t quite stick to traditional. Alongside the bread 

and spice you’d expect from Pils malt and Czech and German hops 

is a mix of light fruit aromas to let you know this is an Aussie beer, 

not a Euro lager. 

 

Imagine you’re at a Sunday afternoon barbecue and someone’s 

brought a nice, crisp salad to go on the side of your plate. Now add 

some croutons to that salad, a little melon to boost the freshness up 

to eleven, and perhaps a twist of pepper to give a touch of spice in 

the back end. 

 

It’s crisp, fresher than fresh, and cleanses the palate like nothing 

else. All it’s missing is some hot greasy food to cut through. 

 

- FURY & SON STOUT SERIES 2021. Well, winter is 

the season for stouts so, if you're going to release one, 

why not release four? That's the approach at Fury & Son, 

who've released a straight take on the style plus three 

variations on the theme. 

 

Stout starts things off by aiming for pretty much the 

middle of Stoutland: dark brown more than black, led by 

cacao more than roast, you'll pick up some toasted 

nuttiness and figgy dark fruits before a drying, gentle 

bitterness laced with dark chocolate flavours finishes 

things off. 

 

Their Imperial Stout hits 10 percent ABV yet remains 

pretty light-bodied and easy-going. I'd put it very much in 

traditional English imperial stout territory, with roasted 

barley, dark chocolate and cola upfront, molasses lying in 

wait. 

 

The most outlandish of the quartet is Peanut Butter & 

Jam (as if it wasn't always going to be). It's peanuty AF 

on nose with some sweet berry jam awaiting you on the 

palate. Considering there is a 6.5 percent ABV stout in there as the base beer, it’s remarkable 

how little of that comes through as the PB&J additions run riot. 

 

And, saving the best for last comes Vanilla Milk Stout. It's a style of sweeter stout seen 

every now and then on these shores, one that can veer far into sweeter, dessert realms too. 

For Fury & Son it's more a case of tiptoeing in that direction; the creamy additions seem to 

twist the dark fruits from the base stout into something berry like without drowning out the 

dark choc and roasty elements. It's a bit stickier on palate than its peers – like a dark choc 

slice with a swirl of berry jus through its midst. Yum. 



- PRANCING PONY FREAK SHOW. For GABS 2021, 

Prancing Pony brought their Freak Show to town – not just 

their steampunk-inspired stand and roaming performers, but 

a festival beer of the same name too. Officially tagged an 

"Experimental IPA", it's so heavy on the experimental it 

touches upon other styles too. 

 

Now available in cans with labels I can only describe as what 

would happen if a balloon animal show got it on with Yellow 

Submarine under the direction of Rick and Morty, it 

possesses a barleywine like richness from the off before 

throwing some spiced baked goods and a dash of treacle and 

toffee-topped stewed bananas to the mix. With malt, 

warming booze and spices the key players here more than 

hop-derived aromas, flavours or bitterness, picture a hearty 

festive Belgian ale crossed with the aforementioned 

American barleywine and you'll have an idea where this 

Freak Show wants to take you. 

 

It's out at the same time as their returning Schwartzbier, Miss Kitty, which we wrote about 

here, and a new Double Black Ale. 

 

- 3 RAVENS MANDARIN JUICY. If Mark Twain were 

alive today, he’d no doubt have something clever to say 

about the frequency and variety of Juicy offshoots 3 Ravens 

have released since their original was first brewed back in 

2016. Unfortunately, since he’s long gone, we either have to 

somehow fit one of his unrelated quotes in here, or I have to 

attempt my own, so let’s go with Twain’s kind of workable: 

"Why not go out on a limb? That's where all the fruit is." 

 

The latest fruited hazy from 3 Ravens is Mandarin Juicy, 

where along with some of the most citrusy of hops – 

Cascade, Centennial Cryo, Eclipse and Mandarina Bavaria – 

mandarin zest and juice were added too. The resulting beer 

is one where there are all the hallmarks of a Juicy: a fluffy 

mouthfeel, fruity yeast notes and citrus, but there's also a 

very clear amount of zest to it. Did you ever squirt a bit of 

mandarin peel in someone’s eye during recess while in 

school? Then you might not know the exact flavour I’m 

talking about and, on reflection, may well owe someone 

apologies for your schoolyard bullying. But, if you were on 

the receiving end of such a hit, you undoubtedly know the 

exact flavour I’m talking about. 

 

As an aside, still available from the brewery and some bottleshops is the triple dry-hopped 

and 7.6 percent ABV Very Juicy as well as a beer designed by the women of 3 Ravens to 

showcase the 2021 Pink Boots Society hop blend, their red rye IPA Freya. 



- OCEAN REACH COFFEE & BUNS. Brewer's notes on Ocean 

Reach's 2021 GABS beer: Imagine your favourite morning tea 

crammed into a single mouthful. This White Stout is just that. A 

creamy coffee made with roasted coffee beans, cacao nibs and 

vanilla bean. Accompanied by a slice of bun filled with oats, wheat 

and cinnamon, topped with a thick layer of coconut frosting. 

 

Coffee and chocolate aroma, followed by sweet flavours of vanilla, 

coconut and creamy coffee like aspects. A complex array of flavours 

right the way through. Looks wise you get the bun and flavour wise 

you get the roastiness and sweetness that is reminiscent of coffee and 

bun. Added lactose and toasted coconut gives a creamy texture and 

mouthfeel. 

 

Who doesn’t love a good cup of coffee and a slice of bun to go with 

it? We thought we’d have a crack at throwing all of these diverse 

flavours into a beer. A white stout was in our eyes the perfect style to 

pull this off. The right look being a light “bun like” colour backed by 

all the roasty aromas and flavours of a coffee, plus sweet sensations 

of vanilla, coconut. 

 

- MOLLY ROSE BREWING MINI TOM & 

PEACH! If you attended any of Molly Rose's 

Good Beer Week 2021 events, there's a good 

chance you'll have met Mini Tom, the latest 

iteration of the strawberry sour series that started 

out as Sour Tom and dates from the time Molly 

Rose founder Nic Sandery and Tom O'Reilly, now 

head brewer at Loophole in SA, were working 

together at Stone & Wood. Once again, this release 

is a strawberry sour, and while its 4 percent ABV 

puts in the realm of "mini" there's little mini about 

its character. It pours with a deep peach, almost 

pink hue, with a sparkling, fast-dissipating head. 

The soft, tangy fruit character melds with a 

sourness that's pretty potent for a session beer, and 

a grassy earthiness that makes the experience like 

crunching into a just-about-ripe berry pulled from a 

plant at your feet. 

 

Followers of the Collingwood brewery will know 

Nic loves to brew with peaches, which is the case again with Peach! (who'd have thunk?!?). 

The second in their artist series, the label this time comes courtesy of Melbourne muralist 

Juzpop, with the liquid the end game of a process which started out with a couple of barrels 

of mixed ferment beer that were loaded up with peaches before blending. It sits pretty much 

smack bang in the centre of the spectrum of fruit sours from Molly Rose: peachy, spritzy, 

gently acidic, dry and as refreshing as you could wish for. 



- EXIT BREWING #025 RED IPA. Exit's Red IPA has been 

bubbling away for a while – so long, in fact, that despite being 

#025 in their limited release series, it's hitting retail after #026.  

 

It was scheduled for release last spring 2020 before matters out 

of their hands forced them to push it back to autumn, which is 

a pretty sweet time for a RIPA to land anyway. We were lucky 

enough to pour the first keg at our GBW Opening Night Meet 

The Brewers session for Crafty Cabal members, and now it's 

out in cans too. 

 

It pours with a lovely, bright, autumn leaves ruddy redness and 

pits as much rounded, toasted, dry and sweet grain-derived 

flavours into battle as it does the fruity, drying, bittering hops.  

 

There's some pillowy, perfumey fruits on the nose, with the 

specialty malts that provide the colour and toffee flavours 

doing their thing and enticing the predominantly citrusy hop 

combo of Centennial, Amarillo, Citra, Simcoe and Nelson 

Sauvin towards Berrytown. Like a bigger sibling to their 

award-winning Amber and just as enjoyable. 

 

- RECKLESS BREWING STOUT. When the Reckless 

trio decided to add a stout to their line-up, they discovered 

they all had their own thoughts about how it should turn out. 

Co-founder Jarrod describes the process on the Reckless 

blog: 

 

“We describe to each other what we think a perfect stout is 

all about… I want it to have low bitterness and be hop-

forward, Alice wants the beer to have some sweetness, 

without the addition of sugars. Grace has a certain hop 

variety that she thinks would balance delightfully on her 

roasted base.” 

 

That amalgamation of ideas landed them with this stout, 

which has a beautiful dark brown body and tan head you’d 

hope for, but the red around the edges tells you it’s not going 

to be overwhelming for someone new to dark beer. It’s dry 

and roasty upfront, with rich robusta coffee and cocoa 

bitterness filling out the back of the mouth. But this is all 

accompanied by a hum of hop character echoing with light 

malt sweetness - lemon, orange and pine reverberating through the air, and coming out all 

the more as the beer warms up in your hands. That citrus in particular is no accident; Grace 

used Cascade, Centennial, and a double dry hop of Citra to boost the hoppiness to levels you 

may not be expecting in a stout, but will surely appreciate. 

 

Source: craftypint.com 



BANKHOUSE  BREWERY 

 

Victorian member Alan Richards (411) recently visited the Bankhouse Brewery and wrote: 

 

“The Bankhouse Brewery is in Dean, on the Ballarat – Daylesford Rd.  Dean used to be a lot 

bigger than it is now, boasting three pubs, a number of shops and other commercial premises 

and a population far greater than the 120 it has now.  Damian has been a keen home-brewer 

for a number of years and in late 2020, decided to try his hand at brewing commercially.  He 

converted what the building that had operated as the Dean branch of the English, Scottish 

and Australian Bank Ltd. into a brewery. The ES&A as it was known, was taken over by the 

ANZ in 1969.  The building is very very small so it is just as well the brewing equipment is 

as well.  He produces a Session Ale and a Ginger Beer in stubbies all of which are sold 

directly.” 

 

  
 

SIX  TANKS  BREWERY 

 

Victorian member Wayne Richardson (157) recently visited Six Tanks Brewery in Darwin 

and sent these photos. Wayne informs that they do not package their beers, only sell draught 

over the bar. 

  



AUSTRALIAN  INTERNATIONAL  BEER  AWARDS  2021 

 

CHAMPION TROPHY WINNERS: 

Champion Australian Beer - Gold Teeth 2021 – Dollar Bill Brewing (VIC) 

Champion International Beer - Sauvage – Deep Creek Brewing Company (New Zealand) 

Champion Large Australian Brewery - 4 Pines Brewing Company (NSW) 

Champion Medium Australian Brewery - Hop Nation (VIC) 

Champion Small Australian Brewery - Cheeky Monkey Brewery (WA) 

Champion Victorian Brewery - Hop Nation 

Australian Gypsy Brewer Award - Valhalla Brewing (VIC) 

Champion Large International Brewery - Deep Creek Brewing Company (New Zealand) 

Champion Medium International Brewery - Nbeer Craft Brewing Co. (China) 

Champion Small International Brewery - Goose Island Brewhouse Seoul (South Korea) 

Gary Sheppard Memorial Trophy For The Best New Exhibitor - Hoppin' Frog Brewing 

 Company (USA) 

 

TROPHY WINNERS 

Best Australian Style Lager – Lager, Two Birds (VIC) 

Best European Style Lager (excluding Pilsner) – Lager, Mismatch Brewing (SA) 

Best International Lager - Coastie Lager, Six String Brewing Company (NSW) 

Best Pilsner – Rattenhund, Hop Nation (VIC) 

Best Amber / Dark Lager - Keller Door-Schwarzbier, 4 Pines (NSW) 

Best Australian Style Pale Ale - Burleigh Twisted Palm, Burleigh Brewing (QLD) 

Best New World-Style Pale Ale - Cryotherapy Hazy IPA, Sunday Road Brewing (NSW) 

Best International-Style Pale Ale - King Road IPA, King Road Brewing Co (WA) 

Best British or European-Style Ale (excluding IPA & Pale Ale) - Foghorn Hunter Kolsch, 

 Foghorn Brewery (NSW) 

Best Traditional IPA – Sprocket, Bentspoke Brewing Co (ACT) 

Best Modern IPA – Lefties, Cheeky Monkey Brewery (WA) 

Best Amber / Dark Ale - The Buzz, Hop Nation (VIC) 

Best Porter (including Baltic Style Porter) - Obsidian, Valhalla Brewing (VIC) 

Best Reduced / Low Alcohol Beer - Premium Light, J Boag & Son Brewing (TAS) 

Best Non-Alcohol Beer - Tinnies Ultra Low Alcohol, Coles Supermarkets (VIC) 

Best Wheat Beer - Lowen White Beer, China Resources Snow Breweries Co. (China) 

Best Belgian / French Style Ale - Le Petit Biere, Stone & Wood (NSW) 

Best Fruit Beer - Gold Teeth 2021, Dollar Bill Brewing (VIC) 

Best Wood-And Barrel-Aged Beer – Sauvage, Deep Creek Brewing Company (NZ) 

Best Specialty Beer - Heavy Smoker, Zhang Men Brewing Company (Taiwan) 

Best Specialty Flavoured Beer - Dangge Vanilla Coffee Imperial Stout, Dangge Brewing 

 (China) 

Consistency of Excellence Medal (Awarded to products that have been awarded a gold 

medal for three consecutive years): 

 Captain of the Coast – Pelican Brewing Company, Oregon (USA) 

 Obsession Session IPA – Fixation Brewing Co, (VIC) 

 

Source: The Crafty Pint 



FULL  STRENGTH  BEER  THE  PREFERRED  CATEGORY  FOR  

AUSTRALIANS  WHO  DRINK  BEER 

 

New data from Roy Morgan’s Alcohol Consumption Report shows full strength beer is the 

preferred ‘amber fluid’ for Australians who drink beer, B&T reported on April 25. 

 

Over a third of all Australians aged 18-plus, 6,277,000 (34.6 per cent), drink beer in an 

average four weeks including at least one of the three varieties of full strength, mid strength 

and low alcohol beer – second only to wine as the alcoholic drink of choice for Australians 

(covered in detail here: Number of Australians drinking alcohol in 2020 increases). 

 

Nearly a third of Australians aged 18-plus (30.2 per cent) consumed full strength beer in an 

average four weeks in 2020, down 3.1 per cent points from 2019 (33.3 per cent). This is not 

surprising as the pandemic hit the hospitality industry heavily and kept many pubs, clubs, 

bars and restaurants closed for an extended period. In Victoria most drinking establishments 

were closed for at least six months and some have closed permanently. 

 

In comparison only 8.6 per cent of Australians consumed mid-strength beer (down 2.2 per 

cent points on 2019) and just 2.8 per cent (down 1.1 per cent points) had low alcohol beer in 

an average four weeks during 2020. 

 

Men are the main consumers of beer with over half (52.4 per cent) consuming beer in 2020 

compared to only 17.5 per cent of women. The ratio is very similar for full strength beer 

with nearly half of men, 45.9 per cent, consuming full-strength beer in 2020 compared to 

only 15.2 per cent of women. 

 

Less than one-in-seven men (13.9 per cent) drink mid strength beer and only 4.6 per cent 

drink low alcohol beer. Even fewer women (3.5 per cent) drink mid strength beer and just 

1.1 per cent of women drink low alcohol beer. 

 

The findings are from the Roy Morgan Single Source survey, Australia’s most trusted and 

comprehensive consumer survey, derived from in-depth interviews with 50,000 Australians 

each year. 

 

Full strength beer is heavily preferred by Australian beer drinkers of all ages – and 

especially those aged 18-49. Over a third of 18-24yr olds (33.9 per cent), 25-34yr olds (34.2 

per cent) and a third of 35-49yr olds (33.3 per cent) drink full strength beer. Only around a 

quarter (25.7 per cent) of Australians aged 50-plus drink full-strength beer. 

 

Perhaps more mindful of protecting their health Australians aged 50-plus are more likely to 

drink mid strength beer (9.4 per cent) and low alcohol beer (3.9 per cent) than any of the 

younger age groups. 

 

Source: e-malt.com 26 April 2021 

 



CHEERS  APLENTY  FOR  REGION’S  BREWERS 

 

Breweries from across the region have-stormed the country's biggest beer awards night, 

taking home a haul of two major trophies and 40 medals, including seven golds. 

 

The annual Australian International Beer Awards were held in Melbourne on Thursday 

night, with eight Geelong, Surf Coast and Bellarine breweries scooping dozens of accolades.  

 

Valhalla Brewing was the biggest winner, taking home the Australian Gypsy Brewer Award, 

for best brewer that does not own the brewery where its products are created, and Best Porter 

for its Obsidian Black Ale. 

 

The Union Street-based brewery also won gold medals for its Obsidian Black Ale and its 

pale ale. 

 

Creative director Scott Hunt celebrated both Valhalla’s victory and the wins of the region’s 

other breweries. 

 

“Ifs. nice to get the recognition when you’re up against the big guys,” Hunt said on Friday. 

 

“It’s not the independent awards, it’s the international beer awards, so you’re up against 

some pretty heavy-hitters, and it’s nice as a small regional brewery to get some recognition 

for the beer we’re making.” 

 

“I think we’ve known for a while that Geelong is becoming a bit of a hot spot for 

independent craft breweries, and I think this just proves it.”  

 

Blackman’s Brewery was awarded 17 medals, while Bells Beach Brewing, Otway Brewing, 

Little Creatures and Aireys Inlet’s Salt Brewing Co won four each, the Queenscliff 

Brewhouse won three and BrewiColo took home two. 

 

The region’s seven gold-medal beers included the two Valhalla brews, along with Bells 

Beach Brewing’s Birdrock Brown, Blackman’s Mervyn Pale Ale, Furphy’s Crisp Lager, 

Prickly Moses’ Black Knight and the Queenscliff Brewery’s Swede and Sour Raspberry 

Berliner Weisse. 

 

Source: Geelong Advertiser, 22 May 2021 

 

 

FIRE  EXTINGUISHER  LAGER 

 

Queensland member Jim Whittle (642) informs us that The 

Stockman’s Hall of Fame in Longreach, QLD have produced a beer, 

Fire Extinguisher Lager, only available at premises and you can order 

(max 2 cans) by ringing 07-4658 2166. The cost is $7.00 per can plus 

postage ($8.95). 



NEW  LOOK  FOR  SYDNEY  BREWERY 

 

Award-winning independent beer and cider producer, Sydney Brewery, has unveiled a 

radical new image as it aims to widen its market horizons while retaining its authentic 

Sydney heritage. 

 

Sydney Brewery, which has breweries in both Surry Hills and the Hunter Valley, engaged 

branding specialists Boldinc to reinvigorate the brand and provide a fresh new look for 

future expansion. 

 

Established by legendary hotelier Dr Jerry Schwartz in 2012, Sydney Brewery has made its 

name for its distinctive, Sydney-themed beers and ciders, such as Paddo Pale, Darlo Dark, 

Manly Perry and Sydney Cider. 

 

Earlier this month, Sydney Brewery was named Champion Small/Medium Brewery in the 

Royal Queensland Food & Wine Show, while the Sydney Brewery Pilsner was declared 

Grand Champion Beer of the Show. 

 

The bold new designs are complemented by a new descriptive – All Kinds of Different – to 

reflect Sydney Brewery’s eclectic range of beers and ciders, as well as the fresh seasonal 

brews that will be produced throughout the year. 

 

 
 

Sydney Brewery marketing manager Richard Feyn said that after a decade of marketing the 

beers and ciders through quirky, irreverent names, it was time for a major brand refresh, as 

the company expanded beyond their traditional Sydney home base. 

 

“While we have had our roots in Surry Hills since 2004, it became a little complicated when 

we added even larger production facilities in Lovedale in the Hunter Valley in 2014,” he 

said. 

 

“It did lead to something of an identity issue with the trade and even some of the public as 

we started expanding into interstate markets. We also broadened our range significantly, 

with cider becoming a very important component of the business, so we concluded we 

needed to revise and renew our brand DNA. 

 

“Bold Inc have done a great job in identifying where we sit as an independent brewery, 

which also specialises in cider. While popular and clearly a signature for us, our strategy of  



naming our products after Sydney suburbs had become a bit limiting, plus our design had 

become rather static. 

 

“However, we certainly won’t forget that our roots lie in the melting pot that is 

contemporary Surry Hills, so our new look embraces the idea that our beers and ciders – just 

like our team and our loyal drinkers – represent ‘all kinds of different’. 

 

“We have also made a conscious decision to move away from being tagged a ‘craft’ brewer 

to an ‘independent’ brewery. We will build the new branding around having a core range 

that has the flexibility to accommodate multiple limited releases each year.” 

 

Bold Inc’s creative director Steve Smith said: “As independent brewers, Sydney Brewery’s 

second biggest asset (behind their awesome beers) is the stories these beers can tell, and 

we’re proud to help them tell those stories through this redesign. 

 

“We really wanted to build a brand that captured the eclectic bunch of characters behind the 

brewery. The down to earth, the quirky, the artistic and the unexpected aspect that is at the 

heart of Surry Hills, part of Sydney that you can’t put into a neat little box. We reckon it’s 

the one place where the true character of Sydney all comes together: a unique mix of grit & 

polish, where no-one’s a local but everyone’s welcome.” 

 

Sydney Brewery is currently retailing its beers and ciders in cans, and on tap at a range of 

hotels and restaurants, including Sydney Brewery Restaurant and Bar in Surry Hills, where 

the brewery is also located. A larger-scale brewery operates in Lovedale in the Hunter 

Valley. 

 

Source: Sydney Brewery Media Release, 22 March 2021 

 

ICONIC  ADELAIDE  BREWERY  SET  TO  STOP  PRODUCTION 

 

The final kegs are set to come off the production line at Adelaide's historic West End 

Brewery, ending more than 160 years of making beer on the site, the Yahoo News Australia 

reported on June 16. 

 

The last kegs will be filled on Thursday, June 17 after brewing company Lion announced 

plans to close the facility in 2020. 

 

"Unfortunately, due to excess brewery capacity across Australia, the tough decision was 

made to close the site late last year," Lion Supply Chain Director Ian Roberts said. 

 

"During this transition, Lion has done its best to care for and offer a raft of support to the 

West End team as each of them faced this period of change. 

 

Lion will move production of West End beer to other breweries in its network and has 

pledged to maintain the same recipe. 

 

Source: e-malt.com, 16 June, 2021 



GOVERNMENT  ANNOUNCES  INCREASE  IN  BEER  EXCISE  TAX  

REBATE  FOR  SMALL  BREWERS 

 

Australia’s Federal Treasurer Josh Frydenberg on May 1 announced an increase in the beer 

excise tax rebate from A$100,000 to A$350,000. 

 

From July this year, eligible brewers and distillers will be able to claim a refund on any 

excise they pay up to an annual cap of A$350,000. Brewers can currently claim a rebate of 

60 per cent of the excise they pay, up to an annual cap of A$100,000. 

 

The move has been pre-announced ahead of the May 11 Budget. 

 

The announcement comes after a long campaign by the Independent Brewers Association, 

and formerly the Craft Beer Industry Association, which argues the increased tax rebate will 

help Australian independent brewers reinvest and continue to grow. 

 

“Today’s investment from the Morrison Government is helping to rebuild an Australian-

owned beer industry that will turbo-charge growth and deliver skilled jobs in family-owned, 

independent breweries around the country,” Independent Brewers Association (IBA) 

Chairman Peter Philip said in a release. 

 

The association campaigned for the excise break similar to the that enjoyed by the wine 

industry, arguing that even after the rebate, independent brewers are forecast to contribute 

more than A$200 million in excise to the government in the 2022 financial year, growing to 

more than A$300m in FY2025. 

 

“Australia’s is one of the highest beer taxes in the world, but with this change, small brewers 

will be able to invest more in people, equipment, and facilities to meet growing demand,” 

Mr Philp said. 

 

“This new incentive will accelerate the resurgence of an Australian-owned beer industry, 

while giving consumers more home-grown choices. 

 

While it has been a long and popular campaign for the small brewer’s association, quieter 

voices in the independent brewing segment have been more cautious in support of an excise 

rebate. 

 

Some brewers that have spoken to Brews News in the past suggest that at the current rate of 

increase in brewery numbers, the rebate may be counter-productive by attracting even more 

to the industry and increasing competition faster than demand itself grows. 

 

The IBA highlighted this growth in its release celebrating the excise change. 

 

“Australia’s independent brewers grew by 15% in 2020, despite the beer market declining 

by 1.7% overall last year,” IBA General Manager Kylie Lethbridge said. 

 

Source: 2-malt.com, 03 May 2021 



VBLCS  BEER  LABEL  CATALOGUES 

Cairns, Rockhampton and Toowoomba                            28 pages $6.00 

Mildura (Northern Breweries)                              16 pages $3.50 

Northern Territory                              27 pages $6.00 

Kalgoorlie                                26 pages $6.00 

Old Ballarat                     19 pages $4.50 

Sovereign                        9 pages $2.00 

Anchor, Sail & Anchor, Matilda Bay                            18 pages $4.50 

South Australian & Associated Breweries                                154 pages $15.00 

Coopers Brewery                                      130 pages $15.00 

Sanctuary Cove Brewery                      23 pages $6.00                             

Courage Breweries                              $6.00 

Geelong Brewery                           $6.00 

Richmond Brewing Co                          $6.00           

Castlemaine Perkins                 $6.00 

CUB Queensland                           $6.00 

Tasmanian Breweries                 $7.50 

Swan Brewery Co                         $13.00 

Micro Breweries (1st Edition)                         $6.50 

Micro Breweries (2nd Edition)                         $8.50 

Micro Breweries (3rd Edition)                         $8.50 

 

All members please note: When sending cheques or money orders to the Secretary as 

payment for catalogues ordered, please make them payable only to “The V.B.L.C.S.”  Please 

do not make them payable to the Secretary, either by title or by name.  Copies of the Club 

Catalogues are obtainable from Angus MacEwan, 49 Koornalla Cres, Mt. Eliza, Victoria 

3930.  Ph: 03 9787 0225. ALL CATALOGUE PRICES ARE POST PAID 

 

 

MEETING  DATES  FOR  2021 
 

VBLCS meetings are usually held at the Carlton Brewhouse, 24 Thompson St, Abbotsford 

VIC 3067, Melway Ref. 44 G7.  

 

Meeting dates for 2021 are:  

February 14 (Thunder Road Brewery)(cancelled) 

April 11 (Thunder Road Brewery) 

June 20 (AGM) (Thunder Road Brewery) 

August 8 (Venue TBA) 

October 10 (Venue TBA) 

December 12 (Venue TBA) 

 

NOTE: As a general rule the meetings are held on the second Sunday of even numbered 

months. Starting time is 1.00 pm although many members come earlier for socialising.  



 
 

  
 

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

SEALEGS BREWING LABELS 


